The discovery of discriminatory bias in human or automated decision making is a task of increasing importance and difficulty, exacerbated by the pervasive use of machine learning and data mining. Currently, discrimination discovery largely relies upon correlation analysis of decisions records, disregarding the impact of confounding biases. We present a method for causal discrimination discovery based on propensity score analysis, a statistical tool for filtering out the effect of confounding variables. We introduce causal measures of discrimination which quantify the effect of group membership on the decisions, and highlight causal discrimination/favoritism patterns by learning regression trees over the novel measures. We validate our approach on two real world datasets. Our proposed framework for causal discrimination has the potential to enhance the transparency of machine learning with tools for detecting discriminatory bias both in the training data and in the learning algorithms.
Introduction
is no evidence of women discrimination. We adopt propensity score weighting to balance the distributions of protected and unprotected group instances. Based on the modified distribution, we quantify the degree of discrimination or favoritism of each instance. More generally than a standard application of PSA, we learn a regression tree to understand the characteristics of instances falling under different discrimination/favoritism bands. We evaluate our approach on real-world datasets. The results confirm that the causal effect of group membership can be higher or lower than the effect computed by ignoring the influence of confounding variables. Thus, our approach promises defendable discrimination analyses in practice.
Our method has relevant impact towards data-driven machine learning processes aimed at developing decision support systems. First, causal discrimination discovery provides a solid reasoning framework to detect biases contained in the training data, which may be inherited by the learned decision model. In turn, this prevent constructing black-box systems that incorporate discriminatory rules (see, e.g., Dressel and Farid 2018) and whose decisions, by definition of black-boxes, cannot be easily interpretable (see Guidotti et al. 2019) . Second, our proposed regression tree model for estimating the discrimination risk score offers a method for understanding the causal structure of the biases, and therefore repairing or sanitizing the training data for avoiding unwanted discrimination in the learned model. Third, similar considerations apply to the validation of a learned model on test data, in that causal discrimination discovery may be applied to the test examples labeled by the learned model, to assess any potential algorithmic bias introduced by the adopted machine learning technique. Thus, our proposed causal discrimination framework may help improving the quality of the data/web mining process, enhancing trust and transparency in the outcomes. This paper is organized as follows. First, the related work is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 introduces basic tools for discrimination analysis and presents the propensity score approach for causal discrimination against individuals, which is extended to causal discrimination against groups in Section 4. Experiments are reported in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our contribution and future work.
Related work
Early approaches for discrimination discovery have primarily relied upon simple statistical measures of correlation between the protected group attribute and the decision attribute (Zliobaite 2017) . Albeit causation has been recognized as significant in the legal circles (Foster 2004 ) and in medical research (Grimes and Schulz 2002) for a while, the perils of correlation analysis have been pointed out in the data mining area only recently. When decisions are made automatically, e..g, by a machine learning model, the problem of preventing discriminatory decisions is known as fairness. See Berk et al. (2018) and Verma and Rubin (2018) for surveys of quantitative measures of fairness/discrimination. A recent overview on causal approaches to fairness is Loftus et al. (2018) . Counterfactual fairness (Kusner et al. 2017) , in particular, requires that the prediction of a machine learning model for an individual to be the same as that in the counterfactual world, where the individual had belonged to a different social group. More closely to our approach, propensity score based stratification was adopted in Calders et al. (2013) to filter out the effect of confounding variables before learning fair linear regression models. In our work, however, we employ propensity score weighting and address the problem of discrimination discovery and quantification from data, rather than the fairness problem in the design of machine learning models. Thus, direct comparison can be made with causal approaches for discrimination discovery.
In Bonchi et al. (2017) the causal structure of attributes (a Bayesian Network) is learned from data which is then analyzed to identify patterns of discrimination or favoritism. The construction of the causal network is however impractical for a large number of attributevalue pairs, and it also requires human intervention in providing a temporal order between pairs. Zhang et al. (2016) extends, as we do, the situation testing approach of Luong et al. (2011) to causal reasoning. They adopt a Causal Bayesian Network, which, again, must be specified by a domain expert, to adjust the distance measure between tuples to include only the directly causal attributes. Our approach, instead, relies on the re-weighting of tuples to uniform the distribution in the protected and unprotected groups, without requiring human intervention. On the other hand, graphical and structural causal models (Zhang and Bareinboim 2018; , are able to distinguish and to explain the effects of direct, indirect, and spurious discrimination. I.e., the causal influence of the protected attribute (direct discrimination), of correlated attributes (indirect discrimination), and of common causes (spurious discrimination) on the decision attribute. In this paper, instead, we deal only with direct discrimination. Finally, some approaches (see e.g., ) are extended to tackle training data sanitization. While this is out of the scope of this paper, the method of the original paper (Luong et al. 2011) can be extended to data sanitization w.r.t. our causal risk difference measure.
In addition to causal graphical models, several other methods are available from the statistical (Agresti 2002) and econometric literature (Fortin et al. 2011) to control for confounders in observational data, including restriction, matching, stratification, decomposition, regression, ANCOVA, etc. Propensity score analysis (PSA) was originally proposed in Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) and it has been widely applied in economics, medicine, and social sciences. See Austin (2011) and Guo and Fraser (2015) for an overview. Uses of propensity scores include: matching homogeneous samples (matches are pairs/sets of individuals from treatment and control groups with similar characteristics), stratification or sub-classification (strata are sets of individuals whose propensity score in a same bin interval), weighting cases to account for the difference in the distribution of the observed covariates between treatment and control groups. Let us relate these notions to our approach. First, matching is a form of nearest-neighbor search, but done on the uni-dimensional space of propensity scores, and for tuple(s) of different groups. We also build a sub-set of available data in the neighborhood of a tuple for assigning a discrimination label to the tuple (individual discrimination), according to the legal practice of situation testing (Bendic 2007; Luong et al. 2011) . Our neighborhood definition (called kset), however, works in the multidimensional space of tuple attributes and looks for tuples of any group. Second, regarding weighting, our key definition of causal risk difference (Definition 2), turns out to be an estimator of the average treatment effect for the treated (ATT) (Morgan and Todd 2008) . In our context, the ATT is the expected difference in negative decision (also known as potential outcome) among individuals of the protected group (also known as treatment group). Hence causal risk difference is a counter-factual measure of suffered discrimination by the specific tuple under consideration. In classical propensity score weighting, instead, the ATT is considered with regard to the whole available data. Third, standard PSA targets a single contingency table for the whole dataset at hand, so considering discrimination at aggregate, level. Our approach extends standard PSA to extract a description of the groups with the highest discrimination by learning regression trees over the dataset enriched with an attribute measuring causal individual discrimination. Paths in the regression trees unveil specific conditions of (discovered) discrimination.
Finally, we acknowledge that PSA, and a fortiori our approach, suffers from some limitations. First, it cannot handle unknown or unmeasured covariates in the data, unless they are correlated with measured ones. Such a limitation, however, is also true for causal approaches (Kilbertus et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2019) . Second, it works on assumption of "strong ignorability", namely that protected attribute (treatment) is independent of the decision (potential outcome) conditional on the observed covariates. This is not easy to establish (Pearl 2009, Section 11.3.5) , and, if it does not hold, bias reduction is not guaranteed. Third, the precise assumption that the protected attribute of race can be considered as "treatment" in the context of counterfactual causal analysis is being debated in the legal literature (Kohler-Hausmann 2019).
Causal individual discrimination
Individual discrimination Consider an individual r from a protected-by-law group (from now on, protected group) suffering from a negative decision, i.e., dec(r) = , and the central question: was r discriminated? A prima-facie answer is to contrast ex-post the decisions made for individuals sharing similar features in a way inspired by the legal approach of situation testing -a form of randomized experiments, where individuals with the same characteristics except for the protected ground are sent to apply for a job or for a loan. Consider the contingency table in Fig. 1 for the set of k-nearest neighborhood tuples kset R (r, k) of r. Here, individuals are modelled by the vector of their features, and a similarity function between tuples is assumed to be defined. The risk difference RD defined in Fig. 1 is a measure of the degree of bias towards negative decisions for members of r to the protected group. If such a degree is above a threshold α ≥ 0, i.e., RD > α, then the individual r was discriminated. The threshold α is a parameter of the analysis A dual statement for an individual r of the unprotected group with a positive decision,i.e. dec(r) = ⊕, is the question: was r favored?
While we concentrate on RD, our approach readily applies to other measures defined in terms of contingency tables such as risk ratio, odds ratio, etc., and to their tests of statistical significance (see surveys Romei and Ruggieri 2014; Zliobaite 2017) . A major drawback of directly using a discrimination measure over the contingency table as in Fig. 1 is that it does not account for differences between the individuals in the neighborhood. Although we consider in the neighborhood tuples that are close to each other, differences in the attribute values of tuples in the protected and those in the unprotected group may still support different decisions for such groups. For example, in an employee salary dataset several factors may contribute to the high/low salary of an employee (education, work hours, age, etc.). While it is desired that males and females with similar credentials should have similar salaries, observed difference in salaries of males and females in the neighborhood of an employee could signify potential discrimination or favoritism. The calculated risk difference of the employee, however, would be biased if is found, for instance, that females in the dataset work fewer hours than males and employees working for fewer hours obtain lower salaries. Thus, the factor work hours confounds the estimated risk difference. We aim, instead, at estimating the causal effect of belonging to the protected group on the outcome by handling the effect of confounding factors.
Propensity score analysis Our problem commonly arises in the statistical analysis of observational data where assignment of individuals to treatment and control groups cannot be assumed to be at random (Shadish et al. 2002) . In our context, we consider the protected group as the treatment group, and the unprotected group as the control group. A method for causal analysis over observational data is provided by propensity scores. Propensity score analysis is a principled way to handle multiple confounding variables and to 'filter out' the explainable effect of these variables.
Definition 1 Assume that the dataset R is a sample over a distribution of covariates x. The propensity score e(·) is the conditional probability of belonging to the protected group given the covariates:
The estimation of propensity scores requires two key decisions: the model or functional form of e(·) and the (confounding or explanatory) variables to include in x. For binary valued groups, as in our case, the logistic regression model is commonly adopted (Caliendo and Kopeinig 2008) . The decision regarding which covariates to include in the logistic regression model is less standardized. It is recommended that the selected variables should influence simultaneously the group membership and the decision of individuals. Furthermore, it is advised against selecting too many covariates such that estimates of propensity scores for most individuals becomes exactly one or zero which violates the condition of overlap between protected and unprotected group individuals w.r.t. propensity score necessary for effective propensity score analysis (Bryson et al. 2002) . Following these guidelines, we employ the following estimation procedure:
1) The propensity score is given by a logistic regression model learned over the dataset R, i.e.,
Here, x is the vector of selected covariates and β is the corresponding weight vector.
2) The variables that are correlated with both group membership and decision are candidates for inclusion in the propensity score model. The correlation measure and its threshold is decided by a domain expert. For example, variables producing information gain ≥ 0.05 w.r.t. both group and decision variables could be candidates for selection. 3) Remove from the selected candidates, variables that are proxies for the group membership, i.e., variables that are almost duplicates of the group variable, as they can cause the propensity scores to be either zero or one. For example, variables producing an entropy ≥ 0.95 for predicting the group variable are removed.
Propensity scores can answer the following counter-factual question: "what kind of outcomes would we have observed had the decision involving unprotected individuals involved protected ones instead?" Let us introduce now weights w(x) such that the distribution of the protected and unprotected group becomes identical, i.e., such that:
By simple algebra and the Bayesian rule, we obtain:
where K = P r(unprotected)/P r(protected) is a constant term that will not be relevant in subsequent analysis. w(x) is the weight that a tuple x of the unprotected group should count for in case it would belong to the protected group. This approach is known as propensity score weighting (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983) . Rosenbaum and Rubin showed that, conditional on the propensity score, all observed covariates are independent of group assignment and, in large samples, they will not confound estimated treatment effects, i.e., in our context the decisions on the protected group can be compared with the decisions on the unprotected group once the latter is re-weighted using propensity scores.
Propensity score weighting Let us now apply propensity score weighting in the context of discrimination measures over a contingency table for an individual r of the protected group. See Fig. 1 . Instead of comparing the average negative decision p 1 of the protected group with the average negative decision p 2 of the unprotected group, we compare p 1 with the average negative decision p c 2 that would be obtained for individuals of the unprotected group if they were instead in the protected group. We define the weighted average negative decision of the unprotected group p c 2 as:
is the set of tuples in the neighborhood that belong to the unprotected group. Notice that the constant term K in (1) is ruled out in the calculation of the ratio p c 2 .
Definition 2 The causal risk difference is RD c = p 1 − p c 2 .
The causal risk difference compares the proportion of negative decisions for the neighboorhood tuples in protected group with the proportion of negative decisions for the neighboorhood tuples of the unprotected group re-weighted to the distribution of the protected group. RD c close to zero means that differences in the outcomes of the decision between the protected and unprotected group are motivated by confounding factors in the selection of the two groups which are covered by the covariates of the propensity scores. If RD c is not close to zero, then there is a (causal) bias in decision value due to group membership, or there are covariates that have been not accounted for in the analysis (omitted variables). In the former case, RD c > 0 denotes causal discrimination, and RD c < 0 denotes causal favoritism (e.g., due to positive/affirmative actions).
Example 1 Let us contrast on a fictitious example risk difference and causal risk difference with the variation of propensity score. Fix a tuple of the protected group with a negative decision, and fix k = 15. Suppose the set of the k nearest neighbors of this individual contain 7 females, with 4 having a negative decision, and 8 males, with 3 having a negative decision. The (non-causal) risk difference of this individual is RD = p 1 − p 2 = 4/7 − 3/8 = 0.196. Suppose that males have a propensity score of 0.5. Their weights will be 0.5/(1 − 0.5) = 1 and then p c 2 = p 2 , hence RD c = RD. Intuitively, if there is no difference in the distribution of males and females, causal risk difference boils down to risk difference. Assume now that the 5 males with positive decision have a greater propensity score, i.e., their characteristics are closer to the female group distribution than to the one of the male group. Then their weights will become greater than 1 and p c 2 < p 2 , hence RD c > RD. For instance, when the propensity score of the positive males is 0.8, the weight for the positive males is equal to 4, and the causal risk difference of the individual becomes RD c = 4/7 − 3/23 = 0.441 > RD. That is, the individual faces higher discrimination than the one quantified by risk difference, because similar males are given positive decisions even though they have 'femalish' characteristics. The opposite case is also possible, namely RD c < RD, i.e., non-causal risk difference overestimates discrimination. For example, if the 5 males with positive decision have propensity score of 0, i.e., they are definitely not following the distribution of females, their weight is also 0, and then RD c = 4/7−3/3 = −0.429 < RD.
Causal discrimination discovery
In the previous section, we assigned to every tuple r of the protected group with negative decision a causal measure RD c of discrimination (for RD c > 0) observable when comparing its decision to that of its neighbors. For tuples of the unprotected group, a similar measure can be defined as RD c = p c 2 − p 1 , so that again RD c > 0 denotes discrimination. Dually, RD c < 0 denotes favoritism for individuals of the protected and unprotected groups experiencing a positive decision. This approach is useful for quantifying bias in discriminating/favoring an individual (individual discrimination). However, in many cases, a global description of who was discriminated/favored is also required. In order to infer such descriptions, we proceed by extracting a regression model from a modified version of the dataset R at hand. Consider the problem of characterizing discrimination in the protected group. We restrict to tuples of the protected group with negative decision. We augment the dataset with a new attribute, the class attribute, setting its value to the RD c for each tuple in it. Over such a labeled dataset, a regression tree (Breiman et al. 1984) is extracted, which can be used for descriptive purposes. A path in the regression tree ending in a prediction of (large) positive values describes a context of discrimination for the protected group. Similarly, patterns of favoritism for the unprotected group with positive decision can be studied by extracting regression trees and looking at paths predicting large negative values of the class. In summary, we adopt regression to lift from causal individual discrimination analysis to causal global discrimination analysis.
Experiments
We perform experiments 2 on two commonly-used datasets in discrimination analysis research: Adult, and Census Income. Both datasets are publicly available in the UCI Machine Learning Repository. 3 In both datasets, we use income as the decision attribute with income > 50K as the positive decision and sex as the sensitive attribute considering females as the protected group. Propensity scores are estimated by a logistic regression model learned over the dataset for predicting membership to the protected group. The attributes used for propensity score estimation are those correlated with both decision and group attributes. Information gain is used as the correlation measure and the selection threshold is set to 0.05.
The neighborhood of a tuple (namely, kset R (r, k) ) is defined by setting k = 15. The Euclidean distance with attributes normalized (min-max normalization) in the interval [0, 1] is used as the distance function.
Variation of positive decisions with propensity scores
To study the variation of positive decisions with propensity scores, we discretized the datasets into 10 equal interval bins on the basis of propensity scores, e.g., bin-1 instances have propensity (of protected group membership) less than 10%, bin-2 with 10-20% and it ends with bin-10 having propensity score between 90-100%. Individuals of bins 1-5 have characteristics that are more similar to those in the unprotected group (males) due to their low propensity of belonging to the protected group (females). Figure 2 shows the difference in positive class probabilities of tuples based on their propensity score bins and group membership.
It turns out that: instances with male-like characteristics, i.e., bins 1-5, have considerably higher ⊕ decision probabilities than female-like bins; and, that ⊕ decision probability difference between protected and unprotected groups is also in favor of unprotected group instances in most of the bins. Differences are more marked for the Census dataset compared to the Adult dataset. Fig. 3 show group wise discrimination/favoritism trends measured through causal risk difference at the variation of propensity score. Propensity bins are on the x-axis while average RD c 's are on the y-axis. Top row plots contain instances with positive RD c (discriminated) while bottom row plots contain instances with negative RD c (favored).
Group wise discrimination/favoritism trends Plots in
General assumption is that protected group instances are more discriminated than unprotected group instances. Figure 3a support this assumption by showing that protected group instances face more discrimination in most of the propensity bins except with a few exceptions in male-like bins 2-5. Such a group-grounded bias becomes more evident in the Census Income dataset, as shown in Fig. 3b. Figure 3c & d Fig. 4 RD and RD c comparison favoritism scores between both groups for both datasets. Unprotected group individuals (blue line) are highly favored in most of the propensity bins despite of having characteristics quite similar to protected instances. Figure 3 carries a lot of importance and shows very obvious discrimination/favoritism trends between both sensitive groups despite of similar propensity scores and characteristics. Figure 4 shows a comparison between RD c and its non causal variant RD. According to our discussion earlier in Section 3, RD overestimates both discrimination and favoritism scores (recall that higher absolute values denote higher discrimination/favoritism). Margin between RD and RD c lines show causation magnitude. Top row shows discriminated instances with positive RD and RD c and bottom row represents favored instances with negative scores. Figure 4a shows higher discrimination scores by RD. Similar trends are seen in Fig. 4b and d while RD and RD c are relatively closer in Fig. 4c . We can conclude that RD is overestimating discrimination/favoritism scores in almost all the bins of both datasets but the margin is higher for the Census Income dataset.
RD and RD c comparison

RD c and rule generation
We use regression rules to explore interesting patterns in the datasets that lead to high values of discrimination/favoritism scores. Rules are created from protected and unprotected groups separately and only include instances with non-zero RD c . In our analysis, every node (whether leaf or not) acts as a rule and its label (the average risk difference of tuples reaching the node) acts as bias magnitude. Figure 5a & b belong to protected and unprotected groups of the Census Income dataset. The green node is the root, red nodes show discriminatory rules while blue nodes show favoritism rules. Nodes with maximum discrimination/favoritism magnitude are highlighted with contrasting borders. In Fig. 5a , after the split on major occupation code, we get two subsets with 13.5% and 25.8% average causal risk difference respectively. Similarly we discover multiple other subsets that have different magnitudes of discrimination/favoritism. The most discriminated group suffers from a 35.6% causal risk difference. Similar trends are seen in Fig. 5b where most of nodes regard favoring sub-groups of unprotected individuals. E..g, in the rightmost node, males with comparable characteristics as females benefit from high income with a causal risk difference of -47.2%. This is a key observation of our causal discrimination discovery technique that highlights under which conditions (the path from root to the node) discrimination and favoritism do arise. 
Conclusions
Based on propensity score analysis, our approach for discrimination discovery and understanding constructs a modified distribution of observed covariates that eliminates the effect of observed confounding factors. The degree of discrimination or favoritism is quantified by the risk difference computed over the modified distribution. This is the starting point for measuring and understanding discrimination bias in training data (preventing discrimination learning) or in test data (assessing discrimination in predictive models). While graphical/structural causation models are able to model finer-grained discrimination analyses, our approach does not require human intervention, and scales linearly with the number of features. This makes it feasible to apply the approach in practice. Moreover, our approach can be easily implemented on top of basic data analysis tools (logistic regression, nearest-neighbor set, regression trees). Future work is open towards several directions. A first one is to adapt training data sanitization (Luong et al. 2011 ) and fair machine learning models (Berk et al. 2018) to account for causal discrimination measures. A second possible direction is to extend our approach and experimentation to non-structured and highdimensional data types which may also hide human biases, such as text (Bolukbasi et al. 2016) , which originate in the web (Baeza-Yates 2018) and from social media (Kulshrestha et al. 2019) .
